Розроблено методи автоматичного аналізу тексту на основі декларативного представлення правил синтаксичної спо-лучуваності та програмного розподілення аналітико-синтетичної обробки природ-но-мовного тексту в системах машинно-го перекладу. Програмна реалізація експе-рементально доводить, що застосування розроблених методів зменшує кількість помилок семантичного характеру в серед-ньому на 14-16 % у порівнянні з відомими системами машинного перекладу Ключові слова: система машиного пере-кладу, автоматичний аналіз тексту, ана-літико-синтетична обробка тексту Разработаны методы автоматиче-ского анализа текста на основе деклара-тивного представления правил синтак-сической соединяемости и программного распределения аналитико-синтетиче-ской обработки естественно-языкового текста в системах машинного перевода. Програмная реализация експеременталь-но подтверждает, что применение разра-ботанных методов уменьшает количество ошибок семантического характера в сред-нем на 14-16 % по сравнению с известны-ми системами машинного перевода Ключевые слова: система машинного перевода, автоматический анализ тек-ста, аналитико-синтетической обработ-ка текста This model works for texts as a whole on the logical-semantic principles and does not imply the use of morphological or syntactic analysis of text, which actually predetermines its purely theoretical nature.
Introduction
A constant growth of the volume of text information (TI), associated with the use of the Internet, leads to an increase in the need for automatic text processing of TI. The quality requirements for processing, primarily based on the use of modern information technologies, are at the forefront. Unfortunately, high quality software in the tasks of synthetic-analytical processing of multilingual text information in machine translation systems (MTS) exists only for narrow subject areas and cannot be easily adapted to a wide range of tasks. In addition, existing solutions mostly require post-editing and are oriented to professional translators, rather than ordinary users.
The relevance of present work is in the study of method of automatic syntactic analysis (ASA) of the text based on declarative representation of the rules of syntax combinability and on the method of software distribution of analytical-synthetic processing of the natural language text (NLT) at MTS.
Literature review and problem statement
As shown by the analysis of theoretical and practical work in the field of MTS development, a lifetime problem of automatic translation is polysemy and uncertainty, the solution to which involves computer modeling of the process of understanding NLT, particularly evident for the Slavic languages due to rich morphology [1] .
Today, three complex models for building formal semantics of NLT are known [2] [3] [4] [5] .
Model [2] was developed at Stanford University (United States) and has the title "semantics of advantages"; it is
The aim and tasks of the study
The aim of present work is to improve the quality of translation in MTS through the development of methods for analytical-synthetic processing of multilingual text information based on the knowledge-oriented approach.
To achieve the aim, the following tasks were to be solved: -to develop a method for the formalization, extraction and analytical-synthetic processing of the knowledge contained in NLT, at the level of semiotic system of text representation;
-to develop a method for the analytical-synthetic processing of knowledge contained in NLT, at the level of linguistic system of text representation; -to develop software for the implementation of proposed methods in a knowledge-oriented machine translation system and experimentally explore effectiveness of the developed software for an array of texts on military-technical subjects in the developed SMP.
Method for the analytical-synthetic processing of knowledge contained in natural language text at the sign level of its representation
The proposed approach to developing methods for the recognition, extraction and formalization of knowledge contained in NLT is based on the following conceptual provisions:
-a source natural language text is semantically and logically coherent;
-a text is a representation of three interrelated systems: semìotic system, linguistic system and the system of knowledge about the world (subject area), the text coherence is provided by graphical means of text organization, linguistic and extralinguistic means; -all these means in the text are the encoding tool for the knowledge about the world (subject area); the objects that have the correspondent lexical equivalents of concepts, relations and characteristics of the concepts and relationships are regarded as the elements of the real or abstract world.
Accordingly, a linguistic processor should provide for the processing of NLT at all levels of text organization:
-semiotic (sign); -at the level of language organization (this level includes morphological, syntactic and semantic levels of processing the source NLT); -pragmatic, that is, at the level of reflection of knowledge about the world in the source NLT.
The core of linguistic processor (LP) is the algorithms of processing NLT, which include algorithms for accessing and processing a linguistic database (LDB) and a knowledge base (KB) on SA. Traditionally, LP in the systems for automatic processing of textual information involves two blocks: analysis and synthesis. Working with knowledge on SA, contained in NLT, requires advanced means of interpretation of language units in terms of knowledge itself (concepts) in both SA and regarding the target orientation on the applied problem (knowledge of applied problem). This led to the development of LP, which would include three separate blocks: analysis, interpretation and synthesis. Structural-logical schematic of linguistic processor, which reflects the essence of NTL processing, is shown in Fig. 1 .
According to Fig. 1 , we will consider the structure of grapheme level of analysis and synthesis of the document (stages are highlighted in red, dictionaries -in blue). At the level of line analysis, the symbol of the end of the line (Enter) serves as the main fragment identifier. After this stage, we have selected text fragments and may proceed to the analysis of lexemes.
We will introduce the following concepts:
Latin alphabet (L) := <Latin alphabet capital (LC) ∪ Latin alphabet low case (LL)>; Cyrillic (C) := < Cyrillic capital (CC) ∪ Cyrillic low case (CL)>; Special character (SС) :
The following features make the basis of the classifier of graphemes: the sign type (number, letter, syntactic sign, special character, etc.), belonging to the alphabet (Latin, Cyrillic, including Russian, including Ukrainian), letter size (lowcase, capital), phonetic features (vowel, consonant). By the lexeme we imply word forms or word combinations that have some grapheme representation and perform differential semantic function.
According to Fig. 1 , the next step is knowledge immersion in SA, all lexemes L02, which follow the symbols [?!], are checked in the dictionary of proper names, incorporated into linguistic software of the pre-morpheme analysis. If the word is not found there, the class of lexeme (CL) is changed to L01. This is followed by the analysis of compound lexemes -selection of more general language lexemes on the basis of simple lexemes. The rules of formation of compound lexemes are shown in Table 1 . There are also rules that cannot be represented in Table 1 and have procedural description. In particular, the rule of definition of the context link: If there is lexeme Lk2, consisting of one lexeme L21, lexemes L02 that follow or precede it are the explanation of the context link.
The next step distinguishes syntagms, which are defined as a sequence of lexemes, located between the syntactic punctuation signs. Syntagms are distinguished to facilitate analysis at further levels of analysis, in particular, semantic analysis.
Once lexemes and syntagms have been recognized, the transition to the sentence recognition takes place. By sentence we imply logically and semantically complete statement, included in a specific discourse, organized in accordance with grammar of the source language and having a completed grapheme organization.
Development of rules for the context (sign) environment of a full stop allows distinguishing sentences according to their semantic finality in most cases. In cases where a full stop performs a function of the end of the sentence, it is referred to the lexeme class "КР". According to the rules, given in Table 2 , the following sentence types are distinguished: a language sentence (LS), a title-sentence (TS), service sentence (SS).
Finally, after defining the boundaries of sentences, an analysis of boundaries and types of fragments is run. In case the first LS of one fragment starts with a lowercase letter and the last LS of the previous fragment is a blank line, such fragments are united. The second rule indicates that two fragments are necessary to unite, there is no marker КR at the end of the last LS of the first fragment is formed completely. The grapheme organization of the source text takes place at the very last stage, when the text has been translated. The purpose of this procedure is to define the capital and lowercase letter for proper names.
INTERPRETATION ANALYSIS

Source document
The procedure of transliteration, depending on the class of a lexeme that is being recognized and target orientation of the model of knowledge about the decisive applied task, has three algorithms: direct transliteration, combined transliteration, and preserving the original spelling of a lexical unit.
Direct transliteration is used for such lexical units as proper names of the companies that are given in the text in quotation marks. For example: the English name of the company "MacDonnal Helecopter" in Russian will be transliterated as "Макдоннел гелекоптеp".
Combined transliteration is used for the proper names that indicate surnames and names. Only the initial form is transliterated, and the required declensions take place with the help of synthetic word-changing dictionary of quasi-endings, which is general for morphological synthesis of the source text. For example, for the full women's name Hillary Clinton, the Ukrainian translation in genitive case will be Хіларі Клінтон, and for the men's name Bill Clinton.
The procedure for preserving the original spelling of lexical unit is used for such lexemes as designation (for example: BTR-60, AR-670-1), complex designation (for example: AN/PRC-77 radio -AN/PRC-77 радіо. Usually, only the part of a lexical unit, which includes proper designations, abbreviations, has no corresponding context directly in the text and no correspondents in the dictionary, remains unchanged. This procedure may be used for proper names in quotation marks if it is determined by the target orientation in the model of knowledge about applied task. Sometimes, if a customer wants to obtain the information, for example, about a certain company, it is better to run additional search by the original form, since any transliteration distorts the original name.
At the stage of interpretation of pre-morpheme processing of a text, certain classes of lexical units, such as a name, a title, designation, abbreviation, shortenings, etc, are checked on the model of knowledge about the world (SA). The purpose of this stage is to distinguish the classes of lexemes that can coincide with the class of language lexemes by the format of presentation.
Semantic lexeme type does not depend on the grapheme class of a lexeme, so abbreviations and capitalized lexeme may belong to one and the same semantic type.
The following semantic types of lexemes may be distinguished:
1 -the geographical name. This class includes spatial data, such as the names of cities, seas, oceans, rivers, lakes, continents, etc. The necessity of introducing the dictionary of geographical names is caused by the fact that these names in the text are given without determining lexemes, since they define encyclopedic knowledge (that is, it is to be known). We did not include the names of the countries into this class, because for our SA these names have a political context, which actually caused their entering another semantic class -political name; 2 -the historical name. This class includes well-known names of historic events; 3 -the name. The necessity of introduction of this semantic type is caused by the fact that in English texts little-known names are given next to the name. This allows, on the one hand, identifying that this is a person and incorporating two lexemes into one indivisible concept, on the other hand, defining the category of genus for a name allows achieving greater accuracy when translating into Russian or Ukrainian;
4 -the entity. This class includes known titles of organizations, institutions, types of armed forces, etc.;
5 -the unit of measurement. This class includes shortenings that define measurement units and the names of the months and days of the week for the English language, which in the text are written with capital letters; 6 -the name, which is not translated. This class includes the names of organizations, institutions, surnames, street names, etc., which are transmitted by means of another language entirely according to the rules of transliteration; 7 -the position. This class includes titles of position that are written with capital letters; 8 -the political name. The necessity of introducing this semantic type is caused by the fact that the names of the countries in our context (SA: military-political texts) are considered as geopolitical objects, rather than geographical names;
9 -non-defined semantic type. This semantic type is assigned when a lexeme is suitable for none of the enumerated semantic types. If there is a significant number of such lexemes, the classifier of semantic types needs expanding.
The second position of the semantic code defines semantic characteristics of a lexeme in comparison with the world. Thus, the following meanings of semantic types of lexemes are distinguished:
1 -time. The characteristic of time determines the lexeme of the corresponding semantic type in time;
2 -space. The characteristic of space determines the lexeme of the corresponding semantic type in space; 3 -time-space. This characteristic is common for some complex units of measurement (for example: km/h); 4 -quantity. The characteristic that refers exclusively to the estimation of quantity;
5 -object. The characteristic that defines the specificity (objectness) of a lexeme of the corresponding semantic type;
6 -person. The characteristic that defines a person (official, etc.); 7, 8 -reserve characteristics.
-others.
The characteristic of a lexeme of the corresponding semantic type, which does not match any of the above classes. Table 3 presents the semantic parameterization of dictionary units, which were revealed when analysing the Russian, English and Ukrainian texts on special military subject matter. By contents, text files contain general reference information (for example, a dictionary of names, a list of units of measurement, a dictionary of geographical names, etc.), such files reflect generally accepted knowledge about the world and, as a rule, are not accompanied by any explanatory context. For example, the names of the countries, famous cities usually are not accompanied by such lexical determinants, like (city) Moscow, (country) Ukraine, (President) Clinton, etc.
In addition, there are specific lexical units, which are generally accepted in a given subject area (e. g.: омбр (rus.) is a separate mechanized brigade). For this purpose, the model sample of texts of the given subject area is analyzed and the database (DB) of the appropriate language is updated. The DB of proper names and shortenings, compiked in this way, in turn, is a component of software for automated pre-morpheme analysis of new NLT.
Method for analytical-synthetic processing of text at the syntactic level of language system
Research in the framework of theory of applied linguistics for MTS may be separated into two approaches: building universal Grammar -a tool suitable for working with any language, and building a formal model that best covers the linguistic component L (T) for the NLT in a particular language.
General, formal mathematical models and their software implementation [16] are not able to cover all the complexity and diversity of the group G L : = ∪ L i (T), the group consisting of concepts L i (T) for different languages. The application of generative model typically leads to the loss of the proper syntactic representation, or to a combined explosion. In terms of Linguistics, the substantiation of the existence of problems lies in the phenomenon of homonymy and in the length of the links between syntactic units.
Syntactic analysis in the proposed knowledge-oriented approach generally involves 3 stages: 1) context-syntactic analysis (building syntactic compounds);
2) syntactic analysis of simple sentences (building a tree of syntactic subordination);
3) inter-phrase syntactic analysis. -definition of the word combinations that are terms and set concepts in a given subject area.
To solve the first problem, the declaratively assigned sets of the context-syntactic rules (coordination, subordination, parataxis) were developed, which in the case of meeting the initial conditions point out how word combinations are formed within the syntagm (syntagms are defined at the pre-morpheme level of the text analysis [9] ). The rules fall into the categories: rules of coordination, subordination and parataxis. The rules are applied from the end of a sentence, and if any rules have already worked, the next word is the main word in the group of the previously applied rule. The format of the rule of coordination, subordination and parataxis are shown in Tables 4-6, respectively.
In Table 4 the following designations are used: 1*, 2*, 23*, 12* -codes of the lexico-grammatical classes that were obtained at the stage of morphological analysis and respectively meaning the noun, adjective, preposition, past participle; sign "+" means the existence of the same values in the respective positions of the lexico-grammatical classes. In the column "conditions" the entry «2*:=¬12*» means that the rule may be applied if the sets with lexical-grammatical class 12* are missing in the word form 2*. This is required in order to avoid false syntactic compounds, such as "conferred to the officer" from the above given example of the sentence. The column "rule" determines which procedure to apply. Thus, M1 means that for classes 1* and 2* we apply the procedure for crossing all sets of grammar codes that accompany these lexemes. We will show the work of rules M1 by the example of the Russian sentence: На стекло стекло варенье.
After morphological analysis, the sentence enters ASA in the form: Table 4 meets the format of the rule, the application of M1 to the first and the second lexeme gives a definite morphological information, so the operation of crossing by feature "case" (the third position after *) yields the word combination на (23*004000000/) стекло (1*314000000). In Table 5 , in the second column, entry «1*--2» means that the case of lexeme of class 1* in the 3rd position may take the meanings either 2 or 5 (third line). Rule M2 determines that the second lexeme retains only the set of grammatical information with the appropriate meaning of the case, the first lexeme retains its all sets of meaning. Table 6 defines the rules of прилягання that operate only on the syntactic compatibility of lexico-grammatical classes. 
After working out the rules for contextual syntactic analysis, the formed word combinations are checked (the problem of pragmatic interpretation) in the dictionary of terms and set word combinations in a given subject area. If the matches are found, such word combination is further considered as one lexeme, it is brought to the original form, but the set of grammar meanings is preserved. The original form is required in order to search for a word combination in the translation electronic dictionary, and saving the code of the text meaning is necessary for the synthesis in a language of translation.
The task of the next stage is to define the main parts of the sentence: subject, predicate, and secondary parts: object, preposition object, attribute, etc. For determining the main parts of the sentence, the rules, indicated in Tables 7, 8 are applied.
Separating the main parts of the sentence begins with determining the predicate. Once the predicate has been found in the sentence, candidates for the subjects are sought for according to the rules, given in Table 8 . The rules for determining the secondary parts of the sentence are presented in the format similar to the rules of coordination (attribute) and subordination (object, preposition object).
At the stage of the inter-phrase syntactic analysis for lexical connectors from the previous sentence, the words, which they replace, are defined. It is important for translation adequacy, since, for example, connector він is translated into English as he only in case it replaces the word that denoted a person, in other cases it is translated as it.
At the basis of multilingual machine translation lies the knowledge-oriented technology, the essence of which is the complex solution of problems of automation of elimination, submission and processing the knowledge from SA, contained in multilingual text sources. The features of the analysis of the NLT are determined by the orientation to the formation of the concept structure, i.e., to automatical knowledge extraction from multilingual texts and their pragmatic interpretation in terms of the applied problem. In this case, the text is considered as an object of different levels of analysis: as a sign system, as a grammatical system, and as a system of knowledge about the world (problem area) [8, 12, 16] .
The core of LP are the algorithms of processing NLT, which includes the algorithms of accessing and processing linguistic database (LDB) and knowledge base (KB) on SA. Traditionally, LP in machine translation systems comprises two blocks: analysis and synthesis. Working with SA knowledge, contained in the NLT requires advanced means of interpretation of language units in terms of knowledge (concepts) themselves in both SA and relatively targeted orientation to the applied problem (knowledge of applied problem). This caused the development of the LP, which would include three separate blocks: analysis, interpretation and synthesis. The theoretical and practical basis of creating such LP lies in the systems of artificial intelligence systems to support natural speaker's interface [6, 9, 16] . But, it should be noted that problems of interpretation in the support systems of human and computer interaction considerably differ from the problems of processing NLT.
A distinctive feature of processing NLT is the involvement of different kinds of knowledge at each of its stages. The essence of the problems that are resolved by the linguistic processor at each level of text organization is presented in Fig. 3 . Inclusion of the interpretation block as independent one at each level of the analysis of the source text allows, on the one hand, distributing processing both at the level of the presentation of linguistic data, and at the stages of their processing. On the other hand, the introduction of the interpreter can make logical-semantic (by means of formal logic) knowledge processing independent on a certain source language. "Intermittence" of processing lies in the fact that at each stage of the textual information processing there is the immersion of the obtained results of processing into the knowledge about the world. This approach allows turning the disadvantages into disadvantages in the limits of the first two approaches. This is evident in the fact that every stage of processing is modeled as an independent module that allows getting more precise information. Thus, at the stage of morphological processing of immersion into DB of SA makes it possible to determine more precisely the grammatical characteristics of these lexical units, such as a name, a title, etc. For example, in the English language for the full name Martha Browner it is possible to define the category of gender only by the interpretation of lexeme Martha on KB of the SA, where for the first word form Martha will be determined: female gender, animated (human). Due to the work of the interpreter, the number of errors decreases both in the process of analyzing the incoming text and in the process of synthesis. In addition, the simulation of volumetric (that is, three-dimensional) information processing allows a considerable reduction of the processing time.
The concept of LP design is based on the following fundamental positions:
-a natural language text is the representation of three interrelated objects of analysis: semiotic system, grammar structure of certain language and knowledge of the world; -fragments of knowledge, which are described in natural language texts reflect the state of professional (or, in the general case, logical-semantic) penetration in SA, rather than particular natural language.
Therefore, the implementation of the knowledge-oriented technology of building multilingual machine translation system involved the development of LP, which is to provide the processes of automatic recognition, formalization and processing knowledge of Ppg, contained in the NLT.
The proposed structural-logical scheme of the linguistic processor in addition to traditional processing modules implies: analysis and synthesis, including the interpreter as an independent module, performing the functions of representing the knowledge of SA with the language tools in the process of constructing a conceptual structure by NLT and synthesis of native language texts by their conceptual structure. This allowed, on one hand, improving the quality of the linguistic analysis at the morphological, syntactic and semantic stages, on the other hand, reducing the time of software text processing due to the parallel data processing.
Software implementation and experimental research into methods of analytical-synthetic processing in the knowledge-oriented machine translation system
When developing software, the following modules were distinguished.
The module of the grapheme analysis of the text is used for the preliminary analysis of NLT; the main objective of this module is to analyse NLT at the graphic level of the text representation: selection of structural fragments of the text, the headings, etc., as well as for further transfer to the lexeme and semantic processing level.
The module of morphological analysis (АРМ PARA-DIGM), Fig. 2 , is used to create KB of a language. A professional linguist operates these components. Here we have another advantage of the modular use -for assessing the effectiveness of presented technology for certain text models, it is possible to substitute the implementation of the module of morphological analysis with the module that exactly identifies morphological information for the given texts, thus the assessment of other modules will be preformed.
Fig. 2. General view of APM PARADIGM
The system APM PARADIGM allows entering and editing morphological information about the words, as well as providing the functional for additional features to build the components of linguistic support. Data in the system are presented in the form of matrix of lexico-grammatical classes and a list of grammatical categories, which introduce a single format for data entering for the Russian, Ukrainian and English languages. The classification, put into the basis of automated morphological analysis, is focused on the fact that the results serve as source data for automatic syntactic, lexical and semantic analyses of several languages.
The system APM PARADIGM is an interface for the introduction of morphological information for the objects that are added to the system. APM PARADIGM has also the functions of building the components of linguistic supportdictionaries of quazi-endings and link words, and a number of additional features that help a linguìst to perform a high quality work with data and receive a variety of characteristics of the source data.
When entering the information for a particular word, a linguist does not work with digital encoding, but with the interface elements that display the appropriate lexical-grammatical categories and allow selecting only the morphological features, which will be fixed in advance for a specific lexical-grammatical category.
The module of lexeme analysis of the text is used for dividing the proposed NLT into the structures, which are mainly universal for each language, which causes greater universality of the algorithm.
The relationships, which specify certain parameters for the structure (words) and form the basis for further processing and translation, are established between some of the structures. At this stage it is possible to apply special dictionaries (abbreviations, geographical names, etc.).
The module of semantic analysis (APM EXPERT), Fig. 3 , is meant for the final organization of phrases with determination of their semantic meaning. It is possible to involve special dictionaries (dictionary of idioms, etc.).
The developed structural schematic allows the implementation of the knowledge-oriented approach in SMF, as well as meeting all the above mentioned requirements and is scalable as for the quantity of data, users, and, most importantly, the load on the individual modules and adding new structures.
System APM EXPERT allows entering and storing semantic information that is intended for automated formation of encyclopaedic knowledge about the world. For each object, added to the system, a linguist identifies a semantic class, according to which it is possible to assign additional characteristics, such as "person", "number", etc. The selection of such features is transformed to the numeric form, this encoding is the data representation in the APM. The system allows entering the information for the English, Ukrainian and Russian languages. The following semantic classes are determined: special, which includes geographical names (names of countries, capitals, continents, oceans, seas, rivers, etc); temporal, which includes English names of months of the year, days of the week, as in English texts; they will always be spelled with capital letters. The semantic classes in MTS also include: names (proper names serve for the correct determination of gender when translating from English into Russian or Ukrainian); posts (in the text they are presented as proper names; it is necessary to distinguish them for further correct translation); proper names of institutions; units of measurement (spatial, temporal, and others).
The result of the work of a linguist in the system APM EXPERT, Fig. 3 , is a dictionary of proper names, general for the source language and a dictionary of proper names in a particular subject area for the source language.
Fig. 3. General view of APM EXPERT
Actually, at the stage of processing a word, which is necessary to add to the system when entering the relevant information, a linguist selects the proposed semantic category from the list that displays the natural information representation. APM EXPERT automatically puts the correspondent numeric code -such approach allows significant reduction of the number of errors and speeding up entering the information because a linguist works with natural objects, rather than with numeric codes.
The special feature of the APM EXPERT is that the source data may include both relevant translation dictionaries and NLT.
The developed software product supports English, Russian and Ukrainian languages.
Discussion of results of testing the methods for MTS and the prospects for further research
Results of the research are implemented in the framework of the scientific research work "Technological principles for developing a knowledge-oriented multilingual machine translation system", cipher "ASTRA". The developed software systems were tested experimentally at the Military Institute named after Taras Shevchenko, Kyiv National University, Ukraine, and applied for devising methodological materials for training at the Institute of Philology of Taras Shevchenko Kyiv National University, Ukraine.
It should be noted that in case of downloading any NLT on the assigned subject -matter, the APM EXPERT automatically receives only capitalized words, abbreviations, contractions, which are recognized by their spelling at the stage of pre-morpheme analysis (for example, mln, km/h, о-в, ртбр (rus.)) and the words that may present shortenings or other classes that are not transferred to the stage of morphological analysis. Automatic detection of "suspicious" words in the text is achieved by the fact that the APM EX-PERT combined with APM PARADIGM, and the words of the text are firstly checked based on all word forms of the correspondent language in the database.
Directions for further research in this area may include expanding and improving both the developed positional-digital morphological code and the models of semantics in order to extend the universal approach to the majority of inflectional languages. Practical development is the application of results, obtained in the systems for automation of processing NLT -search engines, machine translation systems, etc.
Conlusions
1. A method for automated syntactic text analysis based on declarative representation of the rules of syntactic combinability was developed. The method is based on the synthesis of tables of syntactic rules. The tables were designed not only for context analysis (rules of coordination, subordination and parataxis), but also for defining the subject, the predicate, secondary parts of the sentence, as well as for super-phrase syntax combinations.
2. A method for software distribution of analytical-synthetic processing of natural language texts in machine translation systems was developed. The method takes into account the conditions of transition to parallel data processing both at the level of processing tasks (analysis of the source text, its pragmatic interpretation, synthesis by means of another language), and depending on the data type.
3. The method developed for analytical-synthetic processing of miltilingual texts (Russian, Ukrainian, and English) was implemented in software in the form of applications. Experimental research into the developed software for the texts of military subject area revealed a decrease in errors of semantic nature by 14-16 % on average in comparison with the known MTS. A decrease in the number of errors is due to the automated text processing at the level of the sign system and due to the introduction of super phrase synthesis.
